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Manufacturing Dissent: The Covert War on Syria

By Lizzie Phelan and Mostafa Afzalzadeh
Global Research, October 17, 2013
Manufacturing Dissent and GRTV

Region: Middle East & North Africa
Theme: Media Disinformation, US NATO

War Agenda
In-depth Report: SYRIA

Manufacturing Dissent is a documentary posthumously dedicated to Syrian Palestinian actor
Mohamad  Rafea,  who  was  kidnapped,  tortured  and  finally  brutally  murdered  on  Sunday
November 4th 2012 by terrorist groups that have been set loose on the country since the
US, UK and their western and Gulf State allies launched a covert war in Syria in early 2011,
dressed up by the media as a “revolution”. The words spoken in this video by Rafea, and the
courage he shows here, is why he was murdered.

Manufacturing  Dissent  is  a  feature  about  the  psychological-warfare  by  the  media  and
political establishment of the west and their allies aimed at facilitating the US, European and
Israeli agenda of getting rid of the current Syrian government. It demonstrates how the
media has directly contributed to the bloodshed in Syria.

Manufacturing Dissent includes evidence of fake reports broadcasted/published by the likes
of  CNN, BBC,  Al  Jazeera and others and interviews with a cross section of  the Syrian
population including an actor, a craftsman, a journalist, a resident from Homs and an activist
who have all been affected by the crisis.

Produced by journalists Lizzie Phelan and Mostafa Afzalzadeh.

Edited by Lizzie Phelan.

With thanks to the Syrian Social Club for part funding this documentary.

French version here:
http://youtu.be/Goj6VXJzYXU

Official transcription for translation and subtitling available here:
http://lizzie-phelan.blogspot.fr/2012/08/documentary-manufacturing-dissent.html

Like this video? Visit our YouTube channel and click the “Subscribe” link to get the latest
videos from Global Research!
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Tune into Global Research TV for the latest video updates from Global Research!
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